My Dear Dolphins
I hope you are all well and staying safe.
The weather hasn’t been quite as nice this week has it so it has been harder to
get out and exercise. Are any of you doing Joe Wicks every morning? My
daughter sets her alarm and gets up every day to do which is great. I have
unfortunately hurt my foot when running and therefore have had to stop doing so
much walking. I have had to leave the dog walks for my girls to do, much to their
disgust. Although the weather hasn’t been great, the rain and has meant that my
garden has started to bloom especially with the added sunshine we are getting.
I have been having lots of video chats with my friends and family over the past
few weeks, which is something I haven’t really done before or expected to like,
but I guess the present situation makes things very different and we are all
experiencing different ways to communicate with people.
I was tidying my daughters bedroom at
look what I came across!!!

Jasper (my dog) is very lazy at the moment and is not very good company as he
seems to sleep all day. But he is a lovely dog!

My daughter Poppy made
some Churros this week,
and they were absolutley
delicious. I also made some
scones to have with jam
and clotted cream but I’m
afraid I ate them all
before I could take a photo
for you to see.

and came across a very old photo of when I was
at school in the tennis team. Let’s see if you can

I was having a good tidy up
and throw out this week

guess which one is me…..
Mrs Setterfield and I are still adding lots of work and activities onto google
classroom and it would great to hear how you are getting on with it. I had a
couple of letters sent through this week which was lovely and I would love to
receive some more from the rest of you.

Here is a little message from Mrs Harper, she is really missing you too.
Hello Dolphins.
Well isn’t this just a very weird situation we are all in. I hope you are all ok and staying safe. I am
definitely missing all of your faces. It’s just not the same being at home with your own children
(especially when they don’t do as their told some of the time haha) but I have been trying to stay busy
so we are not bored. Me and my girls have been doing quite a bit of baking, been on walks and they
have played lots in the garden. Don’t panic if you aren’t getting much work done, my girls are
struggling to cope sometimes too. Take each day as it comes.
Hopefully it won’t be too much longer and we will all be back at school.
Stay safe and BE GOOD.
Mrs Harper x

I hope it won’t be too long until we are back and school. I really hope we get to
see your lovely faces before the summer holidays and get to have some fun.
Stay safe.
Miss Elliott and Mrs Harper.
a.elliott@newlands-tkat.org

